KRMC Cloud Edition - KRMC Cloud™
for Kanguru Defender® Secure USB Drives

Manage and Customize all Your Secure USB Drives From One Convenient Console

KRMC Cloud Edition™ is a robust, cloud-based application that enables a single administrator to remotely manage Kanguru Defender® secure USB portable drives from anywhere in the world. KRMC Cloud Edition stores no data, which is maintained on the encrypted devices, yet it is a powerful program providing an administrator the ability to track, manage, disable or delete lost or stolen drives, generate reports and much more through a secure cloud interface.

Overview:

• Customize Security Settings for All Secure USB Drives Configured With Your Organization:
  • Specify Password Complexity & Attempts
  • Manage Enable/Disable Settings
  • Restrict Online/Offline Access
  • Schedule Actions
  • Set Master Policies

• Communications Secured by the FIPS 140-2 Validated OpenSSL FIPS Object Module

• Simple and Easy to Use
• Remotely Delete / Wipe Lost or Stolen Drives
• Limit Invalid Login Attempts
• Generate Reports
• and much more...

KRMC Cloud is subscription-based* and provides administrators with a robust way to remotely manage sensitive data inside or outside of an organization. Any Kanguru Defender secure USB drive configured within the KRMC network can then be powerfully monitored and managed by location, permissions, configurations, security requirements and more from anywhere in the world. Sensitive data is protected not only by the password-protected features of the hardware encrypted drive, but the management and policies set by the administrator as well.

As an alternative to our Self-hosted KRMC-Enterprise solution, KRMC Cloud is managed on Kanguru’s highly secure, reliable servers using SSL/TLS communications.

* KRMC Cloud is based on 1-year annual subscription per device
Key Features:

- Customize Security Settings for All Secure USB Drives
  - Specify Password Complexity & Attempts
  - Manage Enable/Disable Settings
  - Restrict Online/Offline Access (IP & Domain Control)
  - Schedule Actions (Present or Future Times)
  - Set Master Password and Policies

- Quick and Easy Configuration and Deployment
- Remote Delete (Deletes all data on the target drive)
- Remote Disable (Keep data but disable the drive)
- Advanced event and Hostname Auditing
- Locate via IP Address
- Manage Device Groups
- Remote Messaging

- Remote Policy Modifications And Actions:
  - Password Strength and Length (i.e. 10 characters: 2 upper, 2 numbers, etc)
  - Password Retries (i.e. 3 retries before drive is wiped)
  - Rate at which password should be changed (i.e. every 30, 60, or 90 days)
  - Change user password
  - Disable device
  - Remote update
  - Remote message

Model Number: KRMC-CLOUD

Includes Password Management for Kanguru Defender® secure flash drives, as a service of Kanguru Remote Management Console.

Ask about **KRMC Enterprise Edition** if you are interested in Remote Management on your own self-hosted servers.

KRMC Cloud is a Single Administrator Subscription. For Multiple Administrators, see **KRMC Cloud Pro**